SELECT SAND BACKFILL
9" MIN. CLASS II AB
@95% COMP. PLUS X"
3" MIN. AC PLUS

MATCH EXISTING ASPHALT
(MINIMUM 3")

SAWCUT

6" GRIND

6" GRIND

3" MIN. AC PLUS
9" MIN. CLASS II AB
@95% COMP. PLUS X"
SELECT SAND BACKFILL
@95% COMP.

2" Minimum

2" Minimum

AS REQ'D

1-1/2 SACK CEMENT
SAND SLURRY (STRAIGHT
CONDUIT SECTION, 24" OR
MORE COVER).

5 SACK CONCRETE (AS REQUIRED, IF
LESS THAN 24" COVER) OR BENDS
LESS THAN 80' RADIUS.

2" Minimum

2"

2"

2"

> 24" COVER (ENGINEER APPROVAL
PLUS CONCRETE ENCASEMENT)

24" COVER (MINIMUM UNLESS
OTHERWISE SPECIFIED)

N.T.S.

TYPICAL TRENCH CROSS SECTION - ASPHALT STREET